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What sets Fluency Matters apart?
COMPREHENSIBLE!
Fluency Matters offers a wide range of compelling leveled readers specifically designed to
facilitate language acquisition. All readers are strategically written with a manageable number of
unique words to make them highly comprehensible to even novice-level students.
EFFECTIVE!
Core vocabulary is masterfully woven into a compelling story, which inconspicuously provides repeated
exposure to key language structures and pleasantly leads students down the path to proficiency.
UNRIVALED!
Fluency Matters readers are unrivaled in their effectiveness for sustaining student engagement
and developing proficiency. Each reader meets specific criteria, including a level-appropriate
unique-word count, a high frequency factor (the number of exposures to core language structures
within a text), and a captivating plot that appeals to all genders and age groups.
COMPELLING!
Choose from a wide variety of compelling storylines and genres: nonfiction, fiction, historical,
cultural, humor, adventure and sci-fi. Regardless of the level or the genre, you can bank on a
riveting read–every time!
(800) 877-4738 • www.FluencyMatters.com

Brandon Brown Series
Perfect for Beginning Students!

Brandon Brown dice la verdad
Unique Word Count: 75 | Humor
Verb Tense: Present Tense
Rather than get caught in the act of disobeying his mother,
Brandon decides to lie about his dishonest actions. He quickly
discovers that not telling the truth can create big problems and a
lot of stress! Will dishonesty prevail or will Brandon decide that
honesty is the best policy?

B r a n d o n B ro w n
d i c e l a v e rd a d

by
C a r o l Ga a b
Brandon
Book 1

Brandon Brown quiere un perro
Unique Word Count: 100 | Humor
Verb Tense: Present Tense
Brandon Brown really wants a dog, but his mother is not quite so
sure. A dog is a big responsibility for any age, much less a soon-tobe 9-year-old. Determined to have a dog, Brandon will do almost
anything to get one, but will he do everything it takes to keep one…a
secret?

Brandon Brown versus Yucatán

SPANISH

Unique Word Count: Fewer than 140 | Humor
Verb Tense: Past & Present Tense
It takes Brandon Brown less than a day to find trouble while on
vacation with his family in Cancun, Mexico. He quickly learns that
in Mexico, bad decisions and careless mischief bring much more
than a 12-year-old boy can handle alone. Will he and his new
friend, Justin, outwit their parents, or will their mischievous antics
eventually catch up with them?

2
books
in 1

El nuevo Houdini
Unique Word Count: 200 | Humor
Verb Tense: Past & Present Tense
Brandon Brown is dying to drive his father’s 1956 T-bird while his
parents are on vacation. Will he fool his parents and drive the car
without them knowing, and win the girl of his dreams in the process?
2
books
in 1

Level 1
Frida Kahlo

Unique Word Count: 150 | Narrative Nonfiction
Verb Tense: Past Tense
Frida Kahlo (1907-1954) is one of Mexico’s greatest artists, a
remarkable achievement for someone who spent most of her relatively
short life racked with pain. Frida expressed her pain through her art,
producing some 143 paintings, 55 of which were self-portraits. To this
day, she remains an icon of strength, courage and audacity. This brief
biography provides a glimpse into her turbulent life and her symbolic art.
(800) 877-4738 • www.FluencyMatters.com
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Level 1
Bianca Nieves y los 7 toritos
Unique Word Count: 150 | Culture-based Suspense
Verb Tense: Past Tense
Bullfighting is a dangerous sport, and there is nothing more menacing
than facing a raging bull in the middle of the ring. All eyes are on the
great torero, ‘El Julí,’ as he faces off against the most ferocious bull in
the land, but nobody, aside from his daughter, Bianca, seems to notice
that his greatest threat walks on two legs, not four. In her attempt to
warn and save her father, Bianca soon realizes that fighting an angry
bull is much safer than battling greed and deception.

Felipe Alou: Desde los valles a las montañas
Unique Word Count: 150 | Narrative Nonfiction
Verb Tense: Past Tense
In 1955, during the height of the civil rights movement, Felipe Rojas
Alou came to the U.S. to play professional baseball. It was hardly
an ideal situation for a black Dominican who spoke no English! This
is Felipe’s amazing (true) story of perseverance and determination,
as he beat insurmountable odds to become one of MLB’s most
successful players and managers.

SPANISH

Esperanza
Unique Word Count: 200 | Narrative Nonfiction
Verb Tense: Present Tense, First Person
This novel is based on the chilling true story of a young family caught
in the middle of political corruption and violence during Guatemala’s
36-year civil war. When Alberto and his co-workers organize a strike,
he finds himself and his family on the government’s ‘Extermination
List’. Will the violent situation leave him stranded from his family and
his country forever?

El Ekeko: un misterio boliviano
Unique Word Count: Fewer than 195 | Culture-based Mystery
Verb Tense: Present Tense, First Person
Paco is disappointed when his mother suggests that he replace his
worn out shoes with his grandfather’s old boots. He reluctantly goes
to the closet and gradually realizes that the closet holds much more
than his grandfather’s old boots and a box of letters. Hidden among
his grandfather’s possessions is a gift that has potential to bring some
startling surprises and unexpected consequences.

Piratas del Caribe y el mapa secreto
Unique Word Count: 185 | Adventure
Verb Tense: Present Tense
Adventure, suspense and deception abound in this story of Henry Morgan
and his band of pirates. Henry, amid rumors of potions and treasures,
threatens anyone who stands between him and his quest for the secret
map. He definitely gets more than he bargains for when he takes on
Antonio Medina and the Spanish Armada!
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Level 1/2
Noches misteriosas en Granada
Unique Word Count: 295 | Supernatural Fiction
Verb Tense: Present Tense
Kevin Fowler leaves his perfect high school life behind and ventures off
to spend a summer in Spain. Not understandinsg his classes or relating
to his odd host family seem insignificant compared to his problems with
Alfonso, his mysterious housemate who seems to have an eerie dark side.
Kevin escapes into an intriguing book of long-ago adventures, and the
boundaries between reality and fiction begin to blur. He soon discovers
that nothing is as it appears…especially at night!

Los piratas del Caribe y el Triángulo de las Bermudas
Unique Word Count: 280 | Sci-Fi Adventure
Verb Tense: Past Tense
When Tito and his father set sail, they have no idea their decision to pass
through the Bermuda Triangle could completely change their entire lives!
They soon discover that rough seas and bad weather are the least of their
worries, as they become entangled in a sinister plan to control the world
and subsequently become the target of Henry Morgan and his band of
pirates. Will they escape from the Triangle and from the pirates?

Robo en la noche

Prequel to Noche de oro

SPANISH

Unique Word Count: 290 | Environmental Fiction
Verb Tense: Past & Present Tense
Makenna Parker had reservations about her father’s new job in Costa
Rica–and with good reason! She finds herself in the middle of an illegal
bird trading scheme, and it’s a race against time for her father to save her
and the treasured macaws.
2
books
in 1

Noche de oro

Unique Word Count: Fewer than 280 | Environmental Fiction
Verb Tense: Past Tense
Now a college student, Makenna Parker returns to Costa Rica for a new
ecological adventure. As a volunteer at a wildlife preserve in Guanacaste,
she finds unexpected romance that lands her right in the middle of a
perilous scheme. Does her new boyfriend really have good intentions, and
what are he and his stepfather really up to? Will Makenna discover the
truth before it’s too late?
Sequel to Robo en la noche

Rebeldes de Tejas
Unique Word Count: 300 | Historical Fiction
Verb Tense: Past Tense
When Mexican dictator, Santa Anna, discovers that thousands of
U.S. citizens have moved into the Mexican state of Texas and seized
the Alamo, he is determined to expel or kill all of them. What will
happen when Mexican, Juan Seguín, finds himself fighting for Texas
and against his country’s dictator? Will he survive the bloody battle of
the Alamo?
3

Level 2
Problemas en Paraíso
Unique Word Count: 250 | Suspense - Humor
Verb Tense: Past Tense
Victoria and her son are enjoying a fun-filled vacation in Mexico. Tyler
spends his days on the beach while his mother attends a conference
and explores Mexico. Her thirst for adventure is definitely quenched,
as she ventures out from the resort and finds herself alone and in a
fight for her life! Will she survive the treacherous predicament long
enough for someone to save her?

Los Baker van a Perú
Unique Word Count: 375 | Suspense - Humor
Verb Tense: Past & Present Tense
Are the Baker family’s unfortunate mishaps brought on by bad luck
or by the curse of the shrunken head? Join the Bakers as they travel
through Peru and experience a host of cultural (mis)adventures that
are full of fun, excitement and suspense!

La maldición de la cabeza reducida

2
books
in 1

SPANISH

Unique Word Count: 375 | Culture-based Adventure
Verb Tense: Past Tense
Haley and Jason think they have rid themselves of the cursed
shrunken head. Their relief quickly gives way to shock, as they
realize that their ordeal has only just begun. Returning the head and
appeasing the Jivaro tribe become a matter of life and death! Will
Haley and Jason beat the odds?

La Llorona de Mazatlán
Unique Word Count: Fewer than 300 | Modernized Legend
Verb Tense: Past Tense
Laney Morales’ dream of playing soccer in Mazatlan, Mexico soon
turns into a nightmare, as she discovers that the spine-chilling legends
of old may actually be modern mysteries. Friendless and frightened,
Laney must endure the eerie cries in the night alone. Why does no
one else seem to hear or see the weeping woman in the long white
dress? Laney must stop the dreadful visits, even if it means confessing
her poor choices and coming face to face with…La Llorona.

Level 3
Vector
Unique Word Count: Fewer than 400 | Magical Realism
Verb Tense: Past Tense
A vector of venom infects Antonio, a typical Panamanian teenager, with an
illness that has far-reaching consequences. He is carried away from home
and transported back in time to the early1900s, where he unknowingly
joins his grandfather on the construction of the Panama Canal. Will
Antonio escape from the past and survive the consequences of working
on one of the most dangerous construction sites in history?
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Level 3
Hasta la sepultura
Unique Word Count: Fewer than 400 | Historical Thriller
Verb Tense: Past Tense
It was with good reason that in 1500, Queen Isabella of Spain issued
an official decree permanently closing the secret passageways that lie
below the city of Salamanca, and it was with rash judgment that now, Nico
and Adriana decide to explore them. Their investigation will prove more
telling and more dangerous than either imagined. They discover that the
legendary evil lurking below Salamanca is not so mythical after all… And
there is more than one kind of evil that thrives in the passageways.

Vida y muerte en La Mara Salvatrucha
Unique Word Count: 425 | Realistic Fiction
Verb Tense: Past Tense
This compelling drama recounts life (and death) in one of the most violent
and well-known gangs in Los Angeles, La Mara Salvatrucha. Joining
MS-13 brings certain gang-related responsibilities, but being born into La
Salvatrucha requires much more. Sometimes it even requires your life!
This is a gripping story of one gang member’s struggle to find freedom.

La hija del Sastre

SPANISH

Unique Word Count: Fewer than 500 | Historical Fiction
Verb Tense: Past Tense
Growing up in a Republican family during Franco’s rule of Spain, Emilia
discovers just how important keeping a secret can be! After her father, a
former captain in the Republican army, goes into hiding, Emilia must work
to guard a secret that will protect her father and save her family from death.
Will her innocence be lost and will she succumb to Franco’s fascist regime?

La Calaca Alegre
Unique Word Count: Fewer than 425 | Supernatural Mystery
Verb Tense: Past Tense
Does Carlos really suffer from post-traumatic stress disorder, or are
his strange sensations and life-like nightmares much more real than
anyone, including Carlos, believes? Determined to solve the mystery of
his mother’s disappearance, Carlos decides to return to Chicago to face
his fears and find his mother, even if it means living out his nightmares in
real life. As he uncovers the mystery, he discovers the truth is much more
complex and evil than he ever imagined.

La Guerra Sucia
Unique Word Count: Fewer than 600 | Historical Fiction
Verb Tense: Past Tense
American journalist and single mother, Leslie Corrales, travels to Argentina
to investigate the suspicious disappearance of Magdalena Casasnovas’s
son. When Leslie discovers that Magdalena’s son, along with tens of
thousands of other suspected dissidents, has suffered horrific atrocities at
the hands of the Argentine government, she finds herself in a life-altering
series of events. Will she escape with her life and the information she
needs to help the Argentine people?
5

E-Courses...More than an E-book!
ALL of these amazing features are included in one robust E-course and cost LESS
than a physical book. Quantity discounts apply!

What does an E-course subscription include?
Pre- and post-reading activities/quizzes
Online flip book
View the online reader and
turn the pages just as you
would any e-book.

E-COURSES

Audio book

What subscription options are available?
• Individual Subscriptions: 1-month & 6-month
Access to all components of E-course
• Class Subscriptions: 9-month
Access to all components of E-course, plus additional features:
Upload & manage class list(s)
Assign specific activities & quizzes
Automatic grade reports
6

User-Friendly Interface
How do I access my E-course?
https://www.fluencymatters.com/

Log in to: FluencyMatters.com
and go to “Profile.”

May 14, 2013

Teacher: View “Purchased Courses
& Books.” Set up the course to get
started, then go to “View Course” to
access complete course materials,
see class lists and quiz statistics.

Student: Go to “Attending
Courses” to view the E-course(s)
and corresponding flip book,
quizzes and audio files.

E-COURSES

Online quizzes
https://www.fluencymatters.com/

Teacher: Go to “Edit Course” to
assign specific activities/quizzes.

Student: Go to Quizzes tab to
see what activities have been
assigned.

Auto grading
https://www.fluencymatters.com/

Teacher: Student scores will
automatically load into the “Quiz
Statistic” tab. Download the scores
to your computer by clicking on
“Import Statistics.”

Student: Finish a quiz/activity
and click “Review” to see your
score. “Go to Quiz Overview”
to see which questions you
answered incorrectly.
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Brandon Brown Series
Perfect for Beginning Students!

Brandon Brown dit la vérité
B r a n d o n B ro w n
d i t l a vér i té
by
C a r o l Ga a b

Unique Word Count: Fewer than 95 | Humor
Verb Tense: Present Tense
Rather than get caught in the act of disobeying his mother,
Brandon decides to lie about his dishonest actions. He quickly
discovers that not telling the truth can create big problems and a
lot of stress! Will dishonesty prevail or will Brandon decide that
honesty is the best policy?

F r e n c h A d a p t a t i o n & Tr a n s l a t i o n b y
C éc i l e L a i n é

Brandon Brown veut un chien

FRENCH

Unique Word Count: Fewer than 120 | Humor
Verb Tense: Present Tense
Brandon Brown really wants a dog, but his mother is not quite so
sure. A dog is a big responsibility for any age, much less a soon-to-be
9-year-old. Determined to have a dog, Brandon will do almost anything
to get one, but will he do everything it takes to keep one…a secret?

B ra nd o n B ro w n
ve u t u n c h i e n

by
Carol Gaab

Brandon Brown à la conquête de Quèbec

2
books
in 1

Unique Word Count: 160 | Humor
Verb Tense: Past & Present Tense
It takes Brandon Brown less than a day to find trouble while on
vacation with his family in Quebec, Canada. He quickly learns that
in Quebec, bad decisions and careless mischief bring much more
than a 12-year-old boy can handle alone. Will he and his new friend,
Justin, outwit their parents, or will their mischievous antics eventually
catch up with them?

Le Nouvel Houdini
Unique Word Count: 220 | Humor
Verb Tense: Past & Present Tense
Brandon Brown is dying to drive his father’s 1956 T-bird while his
parents are on vacation. Will he fool his parents and drive the car
without them knowing, and win the girl of his dreams in the process?

Le Nouvel
Houdini
Carol Gaab

2
books
in 1

French Adaptation by
Lynnette St. George
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Level 1
Pirates français des Caraïbes!
Unique Word Count: 220 | Adventure
Verb Tense: Present Tense
Adventure, suspense and deception abound in this story of Henry
Morgan and his band of pirates. Henry, amid rumors of potions and
treasures, threatens anyone who stands between him and his quest
for the secret map. He definitely gets more than he bargains for
when he takes on Antonio Medina and the Spanish Armada!

Level 1/2
Nuits mystérieuses à Lyon

FRENCH

Unique Word Count: 325 | Supernatural Fiction
Verb Tense: Present Tense
Kevin Fowler leaves his perfect high school life behind and ventures
off to spend a summer in France. Not understandinsg his classes
or relating to his odd host family seem insignificant compared to his
problems with Alfonso, his mysterious housemate who seems to have
an eerie dark side. Kevin escapes into an intriguing book of long-ago
adventures, and the boundaries between reality and fiction begin to blur.
He soon discovers that nothing is as it appears…especially at night!

Problèmes au Paradis
Unique Word Count: 285 | Suspense - Humor
Verb Tense: Past Tense
Victoria Andalucci and her 16-year-old son, Tyler, are enjoying a funfilled vacation at Club Paradise in Martinique. A typical teenager, Tyler
spends his days on the beach with the other teens while his mother
attends a conference and explores Martinique. Her quest for adventure
is definitely quenched, as she ventures out of the resort and finds
herself alone and in a perilous fight for her life! Will she survive the
treacherous predicament long enough for someone to save her?

Le Vol des oiseaux
Unique Word Count: 430 | Environmental Fiction
Verb Tense: Present Tense
Fifteen-year-old Nathalie Gauthier had reservations about her father’s
new job in Cameroon, Africa, but little did she know that missing her
home and her friends would be the least of her worries. She finds
herself in the middle of an illegal bird-trading scheme, and it’s a race
against time for her father to save her and the treasured African Greys.
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Level 2
Felipe Alou: l’histoire d’un grand champion

FRENCH

Felipe Alou:

Unique Word Count: 290 | Nonfiction
Verb Tense: Past Tense
In 1955, during the height of the civil rights movement, Felipe Rojas
Alou came to the U.S. to play professional baseball. It was hardly
an ideal situation for a black Dominican who spoke no English! This
is Felipe’s amazing (true) story of perseverance and determination,
as he beat insurmountable odds to become one of MLB’s most
successful players and managers.

Level 1
Brandon Brown will einen Hund - GERMAN
Unique Word Count: 190 | Humor
Verb Tense: Present Tense
Brandon Brown really wants a dog, but his mother is not quite so
sure. A dog is a big responsibility for any age, much less a soon-to-be
9-year-old. Determined to have a dog, Brandon will do almost anything
to get one, but will he do everything it takes to keep one…a secret?

ADDITIONAL LANGUAGES

Der neue Houdini - GERMAN
De r n e u e
H o udi n i
C a r o l Ga a b

Unique Word Count: Fewer than 250 | Humor
Verb Tense: Past & Present Tense
Brandon Brown is dying to drive his father’s 1956 T-bird while his
parents are on vacation. Will he fool his parents and drive the car
without them knowing, and win the girl of his dreams in the process?
2
books
in 1

Brandon Brown vuole un cane - ITALIAN
B r a n d o n B ro w n
Bra ndo n Brown v uole u n ca ne

Unique Word Count: 100 | Humor
Verb Tense: Present Tense
Brandon Brown really wants a dog, but his mother is not quite so
sure. A dog is a big responsibility for any age, much less a soon-to-be
9-year-old. Determined to have a dog, Brandon will do almost anything
to get one, but will he do everything it takes to keep one…a secret?

TPRS Pu blis hi ng, I n c.
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v u ole u n ca ne

by
C a r o l Ga a b
I t a l i a n Tr a n s l a t i o n & A d a p t a t i o n b y
Fr a n c e s c a S i l v a n o

Level 1/2
Brandon Brown Canem Vult - LATIN
Unique Word Count: 125 | Humor
Verb Tense: Present Tense
Brandon Brown really wants a dog, but his mother is not quite so
sure. A dog is a big responsibility for any age, much less a soon-to-be
9-year-old. Determined to have a dog, Brandon will do almost anything
to get one, but will he do everything it takes to keep one…a secret?

Brandon Brown xiǎng yào gǒu - MANDARIN

ADDITIONAL LANGUAGES

140 unique structures | Humor
Two versions under one cover: Pinyin & Hanzi
Brandon Brown really wants a dog, but his mother is not quite so sure. A
dog is a big responsibility for any age, much less a soon-to-be 9-yearold. Determined to have a dog, Brandon will do almost anything to get
one, but will he do everything it takes to keep one…a secret?
2
books
in 1

Hовый Гуаини - RUSSIAN
Unique Word Count: Fewer than 300 | Humor
Verb Tense: Past & Present Tense
Brandon Brown is dying to drive his father’s 1956 T-bird while his
parents are on vacation. Will he fool his parents and drive the car
without them knowing, and win the girl of his dreams in the process?
2
books
in 1

Felipe Alou: From the Valleys to the Mountains - ENGLISH
Unique Word Count: 290 | Nonfiction
Verb Tense: Past Tense
In 1955, during the height of the civil rights movement, Felipe Rojas
Alou came to the U.S. to play professional baseball. It was hardly
an ideal situation for a black Dominican who spoke no English! This
is Felipe’s amazing (true) story of perseverance and determination,
as he beat insurmountable odds to become one of MLB’s most
successful players and managers.
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EARLY ELEMENTARY SPANISH & FRENCH
¡Hola Niños! / Salut les enfants!

This program features 8 units of ‘Edu-tainment’, including an
introduction, games section, teaching materials and reproducible
student activities. Lessons and stories are based on high-frequency vocabulary,
including common courtesies, numbers 1-20, days of the week, food and eating,
school, family, travel, weather, clothing, body parts, physical descriptions, stating
name, thirst, hunger, state of being and more!

ELEMENTARY SPANISH & FRENCH

TPRS® Curricula

¡Cuéntame! / Raconte-moi!

This popular program for 4th-6th grades features 25 whimsical (mis)adventures of Gabi the cat. Each engaging episode will help students
acquire a manageable amount of high-frequency vocabulary, so they will start talking
in the target language in no time! The Student Reader contains essential readings
to enhance the effectiveness of each lesson. The Teacher’s Manual includes
comprehensive lesson plans for every vocabulary item in the book. Reproducible
Student Reader and Activities & Quizzes on CD also available.
Hard copy and online versions available.

MIDDLE SCHOOL SPANISH & FRENCH
¡Cuéntame más! / Raconte-moi encore!
Tell Me More!
The original middle school program is perfect for 5th-8th graders with
no previous language experience. The textbook contains 7 chapters
of illustrated stories, readings and activities that are proven to help
students develop fluency in an efficient and enjoyable way! The Student Reader
contains essential readings that will enhance acquisition of target vocabulary. The
Teacher’s Manual provides solid guidance for implementing effective lessons based
on TPR and stories. Reproducible Student Reader, Blackline Masters (illustrations,
student activities and flashcards) and Tests & Quizzes on CD also available.
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LEVEL 1 SPANISH
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¡Cuéntame más! / Raconte-moi encore!

This updated program is proven to be one of the most effective and userfriendly programs available! Textbook stories and activities are based on
high-frequency vocabulary and high-interest topics. The Student Reader
contains engaging readings that will facilitate rapid acquisition of essential
vocabulary structures. The Teacher’s Manual contains comprehensive lessons that
ensure teacher/student success! Interactive language-learning software, Reproducible
Student Reader, Blackline Masters (story illustrations and writing activities) and Tests &
Quizzes on CD also available.
Hard copy and online version available.

NEW! ¡A conversar!

TPRS® Curricula

This SLA-friendly program is designed to bring beginning students
to higher levels of proficiency than previously thought possible. A
wide variety of compelling stories (based on fact, fiction and culture)
will engage students and lead them down the path to proficiency. All
stories and activites are based on high-frequency vocabulary and
specifically written to inspire communication.
Available online only.

LEVEL 2 SPANISH & FRENCH
¡Cuéntame mucho! / Conte-inuons!
This compelling program is designed to help move students from
novice to intermediate levels of proficiency. The textbook is full of
engaging stories and activities that will help students acquire vocabulary
structures and grammar in context. The Student Reader will prepare
students for more challenging texts. The Teacher’s Manual provides complete lessons
and teaching tips to help students communicate more proficiently and accurately.
Reproducible Student Reader and Tests & Quizzes on CD also available.

LEVEL 3 SPANISH
¡Cuánto me cuentas!
Finally, a program designed to take language learners beyond novice
and intermediate-low levels! The textbook is packed with compelling
stories and activities designed to bring students to levels that were once
unattainable, and the Student Reader contains engaging readings that will
prepare students for authentic texts. The Teacher’s Manual provides comprehensive
lessons to help students acquire advanced vocabulary and grammar in context.
Reproducible Student Reader and Tests & Quizzes on CD also available.
13

Fluency Matters offers specialized training in TPRS® and other CI-based
strategies proven to raise the bar for student proficiency and overall
communicative competence. Choose the training platform that best meets your
needs and your budget:
On-demand recorded webinars are designed to teach practical skills that
can be immediately implemented in your classroom. Watch and learn from the
comfort of your home or with your PLC as a group-training event.
Live online training/coaching is a great option for those with limited training
time and for schools that may be in rural areas. Cyber sessions are effective,
convenient and affordable!
On-site Training is a powerful way to impact teachers and transform world
language programs. Choose from a menu of topics for single or multi-day events:

TEACHER TRAINING

• facilitating and sustaining
interpersonal communication
• maintaining 90% use of
target language
• weaving culture into daily instruction
• backward planning from novels and
authentic resources
• CI-based strategies

• using videos and music to
enhance instruction and inspire
acquisition
• guided reading techniques
• reading activation strategies
• inspiring HOT using levelappropriate language
• TPRS®

Learn how to:
• naturally sustain continuous comprehensible interaction in the target language
90+% of the time.
• facilitate language acquisition by providing adequate exposure to CI in
multiple contexts.
• plan and implement lessons that are cognitively and linguistically achievable.
• measure achievement using proficiency-based assessments.
• use various types of readings to accelerate the rate of acquisition.
• deepen comprehension and increase emotional engagement.
• modify instruction for young and/or non-literate students.
• differentiate instruction to help all learners reach their full linguistic potential,
regardless of perceived ability levels.

info@fluencymatters.com • (800) 877- 4738

Follow & Like Us!
For exclusive content and the latest updates.

/fluencymatters
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CIpeek.com

@ FluencyMatters

